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1. The AbacasXchange Platform
The AbacasXchange is a highly secure cloud service using the latest web
technologies to provide real-time access to Trading, Positions and Account Activity
via desktop browsers, PDAs and smart phones.

2. Technology Layers
The AbacasXchange is composed of four primary layers of technology:





Web User Interface
Web Server and APIs
Application / Workflow Services
Database Servers

3. Web User Interface
The AbacasXchange is accessed through Web Pages using the very latest
technology in Web User Interface Design. The Abacas™ UI utilizes HTML5 Web
Pages, and dynamic interaction through JavaScript 6.
The Abacas™ UI leverages the latest standards-based interface design tools
including Angular 4 for Web control design and event processing, along with
Bootstrap 4 , which provides an adaptive architecture to adjust screen size and
content to varying devices from desktop to iPad to smart phone.

4. Web Server / APIs
The AbacasXchange is a system hosted in the Microsoft Cloud (Azure), which simply
means that the servers and data storage systems are hosted in one of Microsoft’s
globally accessible data centres. The Azure Management Console shows an
Abacas™ development database located in the North-East region of the United
States. All configurations including the automatic global replication of the exchange
database can be managed from this console.

All web pages of the AbacasXchange utilise the Angular component architecture
integrated through Node.js with NET Core 2.0 services. Microsoft’s Web API provides
the link for Create/Read/Update/Delete (CRUD) operations on the server. In addition
to the basic CRUD operations of the web page, the AbacasXchange provides many
forms of streaming data. This includes current asset positions with real-time rate
updates, interactive order entry, and order book monitoring. Microsoft’s SignalR
technology is utilized to provide streaming data between the web server and the
client’s browser.
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5. Application / Workflow Services
Within the Middle-Tier of the AbacasXchange is a collection of services that provide
the business logic and workflow processing of the system.
Architecturally, the system is comprised of these five services:






Rate Feed System
Exchange Order Management System
Exchange Trade and Position Management System
Back Office Workflow Processing
Accounting to a given function.

The Services are all built using Microsoft C# and utilize the Windows Communication
Foundation WCF technology data schema interfaces for interconnectivity. Each
service can be configured with appropriate security depending on the interface
provided. This includes certificate-based authentication and encrypted data
communication between the services.
In addition to WCF, the Workflow component of Abacas™ is comprised of both WCF
services and an XML Schema based pipeline Workflow Service. The workflow
service provides the flexibility to define workflows graphically, plug in services based
on the type of instrument and activity being processed, and to integrate with a global
workflow status console of the Abacas™ system for automated exception based
monitoring.

6. Database Server and Model
The AbacasXchange utilises the Microsoft SQL Server 2016 Enterprise Server to
manage the system database.
The AbacasXchange Services utilise the Entity Framework V6 to communicate with
the SQL Server Objects. The data model and database model are synchronised by
the Entity Framework which generates both the data base schema and the Entity
Relationship from the data model code of the AbacasXchange Data Access Layer.
The Abacas™ Services and the Database Server ultimately communicate via
ADO.NET service providers, thus providing flexibility to convert to alternative
database systems including Oracle.
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7. The Abacas Exchange Architecture

8. Detailed Exchange Architecture
Unlike a traditional exchange which forces the trading of an asset through a currency,
the AbacasXchange provides a means of exchanging assets directly with a party that
wishes to trade the same two assets in the opposite direction at the market midpoint.
In the event that there is no party within the exchange wishing to trade the same two
assets, the exchange will seek to link buyers and sellers of the same two assets
through intermediate asset pairs (which is referred to as Indirect Liquidity).
While the AbacasXchange is structured to isolate client assets held in trust from the
operational accounts of the Exchange, there is a reliance on the AbacasXchange
infrastructure for managing client accounts, client account balances of ABCS, and the
reconciliation of the ABCS underlying assets with the balance of assets within the
custody of the trust.
To mitigate entity and infrastructure risk, the AbacasXchange utilizes a Block Chain
Ledger to publish key ledger account activity and balances for the reconciliation of
legal ownership of custodial assets. The public ledger is not visible outside of the
investment community of the exchange, and the Asset Purveyor identity is secured
via digital signatures.
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9. External Exchange Asset Inflow and Outflow




The diagram below outlines the flow of assets into and out of the AbacasXchange for
the “Approved by Abacas” product.




Asset purveyor Base Asset Account is credited for underlying amount of
base asset
Exchange Base Asset Account is debited for underlying amount of base
asset
Asset purveyor is debited for the base asset in Abacas™
Base Asset is transferred from Exchange Trust Custodian to the Custodian
of the asset purveyor

10. Client Accounts
Client Accounts are managed under a Client Master Account. Within the Master
Account, multiple base asset accounts can be created based on the types of assets
transferred to the Exchange Custodial Accounts. Once the client’s base assets are
minted, their base asset account will be debited, and the Abacas™ Digital Asset
Account will be credited for the equivalent Abacas Digital Asset Token.

11. Data Model / Order Trades
The AbacasXchange facilitates the direct trading of assets between asset purveyors
through orders entered by the Asset purveyor. Orders are categorised:

9.1 Inflow [Subscription]







Asset purveyor transfers an approved asset to the AbacasXchange:
o custodial partner Account. NA for unverified asset.
Asset purveyor is credited for the deposit in Abacas Custody Account tracking
Base Asset is minted into an Abacas Digital Asset i.e. ADA
Base Asset amount is credited to asset purveyor
Base Asset itself is held in custody.
Asset purveyor receives and trades digital asset i.e. mosaic or similar

9.2 Outflow [Redemption]




Asset purveyor liquidates digital asset in AbacasXchange
Asset purveyor account is debited for amount liquidated





Market Order
Limit Order
Stop Order

In addition to single leg orders, the AbacasXchange can support complex orders
including OCO (One Cancels the Other), If-Done, and If-Done OCO. Orders are
entered on behalf of the asset purveyor’s Master Account, and are comprised of one
or more legs depending on the Order Type. An order leg can be filled partially, or
entirely, thus a single order leg may be filled by two different counterparty asset
purveyors. For each order leg filled, there will be an opposing order leg filled (the
opposite asset purveyor) and two offsetting transactions which represent the
exchange of assets, and the exchange rate of the filled order.
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12. Data Model Additional Table Groups
As orders are filled, transactions are generated that represent the exchange of ADAs
between the asset purveyors. Each transaction therefore is a sale of one ADA and
purchase of another, thus a transaction generated due to an order fill will generate
two ADA flows, with one exception. The AbacasXchange also supports the concept
of a Portfolio ADAs. A Portfolio ADA is comprised of multiple other ADAs (an
excellent representation is a dynamic ETF).

In addition to the primary data table sections described above, there are several topic
areas that will not be described in detail in this document, but are listed for
completeness of the overview purpose of this document.
Master Account Attached Tables
Users and Access Privileges of the Account

In the flow model, you can see that the Abacas™ Asset Flow can link back to itself.
This is an example where the Portfolio ADA will actually generate the underlying ADA
individually for balance and account management.

Internal Account Set up
Abacas Staff User Accounts and Access privileges
Accounting Set up





Chart of Accounts
Accounting Events that will trigger Accounting Entries
Mapped Accounts to Events that will receive activity on event
Accounting Export

Report Settings
The Abacas Exchange reports are built using a reporting engine and report designer.
Various tables will manage the layout, schedule, filters and presentation format of
reports including report scheduling.
Market Rates




Provider Settings
Rate History
Integration with Rate Feed
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13. Repository Pattern

14. Rate Service

The data tables of the Abacas™ System are accessed through the Microsoft Entity
Framework (Version6) by use of the Repository Pattern.

The Rate Service provides all base rates needed to price all defined Abacas Digital
Assets. These rates are received as Bid/Offer Market rates.

The repository of work creates an intermediate layer between the applications using
raw data and the underlying framework that is interacting with the database system.

The Abacas™ Rate Service supports the following subscriptions:

By using the Repository Pattern, Mock Data can be substituted in the Repository for
Unit Tests unbeknownst to the upper layers of the system.

1)
2)
3)

Base Rate Bid/Offer
Currency Pair Bid/Offer/Mid-Price
Abacas Digital Asset Pair (ADA) Bid/Offer/Mid-Price

Due to the high demand for rates is the system, there is an expandable number of
Rate Feed Hubs that concentrate client application requests for rates such that the
Rate Feed Service only needs to handle a few connected hubs in order to service
what could potentially be thousands of subscribing services listening to rates.

15. Order Manager / Liquidity Manager

The Middle-Tier is comprised of five primary services






Rate Management Service – Provides rates for Base Assets that underlie all
ABCS
Order Management Service – Manages Order Books by Asset Pair
Liquidity Manager – Manages Indirect Liquidity and offsets due to Indirect
Liquidity
Trade/Position Manager – Manages Trades and Positions generated due to
Order Fulfillment
Workflow Manager – Manages the Life-Cycle of the transaction until sold, or
liquidated

The Order Manager and Liquidity Manager are the core of the AbacasXchange.
When an asset purveyor places an Asset Pair Order, the Order Manager looks to see
if there is an Asset Pair Order Book within the exchange. If there is, then the order is
added to the Order Book where it may be filled directly if there is liquidity, or not if
there is no direct liquidity in the Order Book.
The Liquidity Manager monitors asset pair liquidity and builds asset relationships that
represent potential liquidity paths from one asset to another. When the Liquidity
Manager discovers a match of liquidity for an order, it will link the orders together and
fill the entire group.
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15.1 Direct Liquidity
The AbacasXchange provides asset pair trading through two liquidity mechanisms.
The first is the Asset Pair Order Book whereby the asset pair is managed into
streams of market, limit and stop orders.
If an Asset Pair order book has an open market Sell order for the traded asset of the
asset pair, then an incoming market order to buy the traded asset is directly offset
and matched.
When a market order is received and there is no direct liquidity within the asset pair,
the AbacasXchange will look for liquidity between the two assets indirectly.

To illustrate indirect liquidity, an example below is a simple table of Abacas™ Assets
for various equity stocks. In the diagram, each line represents one or more standing
orders to sell the source asset and buy the destination asset based on the direction of
the arrow

15.2 Indirect Liquidity
Using the table below, we notice that there is no direct link between Google and
Apple. If a new order is received to Buy Google, and Sell Apple, it would not be filled
as there are no standing orders to Sell Google / Buy Apple for that asset pair.

Orders

Sell

Buy

1

Google

Amazon

2

Google

Cisco

3

Amazon

Microsoft

4

Amazon

Apple

5

Amazon

Google

6

Cisco

Microsoft

7

Cisco

Apple

8

Microsoft

Google

9

Microsoft

Cisco

10

Apple

Microsoft

11

BNP

Apple
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The AbacasXchange however utilizes an indirect liquidity service that monitors the
liquidity for all asset pairs and can link asset pair orders through other intermediary
assets [ADAs]
Using the graph above, the following paths exist to sell Google and Buy Apple:
Google -> Cisco -> Apple
Google -> Amazon -> Apple
Google -> Amazon -> Microsoft -> Cisco -> Apple
The Google/ Cisco/ Apple path is separated by one asset, while the Google/ Amazon/
Microsoft/ Cisco/ Apple path is separated by three assets. The AbacasXchange will
monitor for liquidity amongst the asset pairs with up to three intermediate assets of
separation.

15.3 Monitoring Liquidity
Using the Liquidity Path from Google -> Cisco -> Apple the following table represents
what is being monitored within the Liquidity Service. First note that there is a
standing order to sell 10 Google for Cisco at market midpoint, and another order to
sell 200 Cisco for Apple at the market midpoint.

Asset to
Sell
Google
Cisco

Sell
Amount
10
200

Market
Mid-Rate
718/29
29/97

Asset
Purchased
Cisco
Apple

Amount To
Purchase
247.586206
59.7938144

At the current midpoint rates, there is insufficient liquidity to sell 10 Google through
Cisco to acquire Apple. The restriction is that the Cisco -> Apple order is to sell 200
Cisco while the sell 10 Google yields 247.586206 Cisco to be purchased.
The feedback within the system will update the liquidity available through Google ->
Cisco -> Apple to 8.0779944 Google available to be sold against Apple. As the rates

change, the amount available must be updated in order to correctly monitor liquidity
through that path.
All liquidity paths are monitored in this manner using real-time rates and event driven
updates to the order books so that all liquidity between two assets can be calculated
and monitored in real-time.
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16. Trade / Position Service

balance. If the amount to be sold exceeds the prevailing balance, the order is
rejected.
2) In the event of a fill, the Order Manager will only fill an order to the liquidity
level of the asset.

16.1 Trade / Position Service Trading
Scaling is an issue at all levels of the exchange, and especially at the level of the
Order Management and Trade/Position Management.
Since Trades/Positions are at the Account Level, the AbacasXchange supports
multiple Trade/Position Services running in parallel. Each service manages a
dynamic number of accounts depending upon the number of Trade/Position Services
running. This means that each client account is maintained in one of the running
instances and thus load is distributed. In the event that one of the Trade/Position
Services faults, an additional instance of the service is launched to take its place.

As Orders are filled, they will generate transactions representing the Asset Sold,
Asset Bought and Exchange Price agreed. Each Transaction in turn generates
Abacas Asset Flows to and from the Asset Purveyor’s Account for ADAs. The Net
Balance of ADAs is the Asset Purveyor’s Position, and that is the Account Positions
that is displayed on the Asset purveyor’s Web Screen as shown below.
In addition to managing the Account Balance and Trading History, the Trade/Position
Service also supports management of orders to avoid overselling an asset.
This is done in two ways:
1) When an order is entered, the amount sold is checked against the prevailing
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17. Workflow Service
The Workflow Service is the backbone of the Back Office and Operations Processing.
Trades
in the AbacasXchange can be generated as a consequence of orders being filled as
well as Deposit/Withdrawal activity within an Asset Purveyor’s Account. Each activity
in Abacas™ initiates a workflow chain such as the one illustrated below.
These activities within the workflow are configurable processes that may send a
message to the asset purveyor (Email confirmation of transaction committed), or it
may initiate a 2-way message with the Custodial Bank. The objective of the workflow
model is that the activities are designed visually, linked to application logic that will
execute the task on an event-based model and monitor for exceptions.

18. Block Chain Integration

The Abacas™ Workflow Engine interacts with a Block Chain Ledger to record in realtime the asset flow activity into and out of an asset account, and reflects the real-time
balances of the accounts independently from the exchange data systems.
For Proof of Concept, the AbacasXchange was working with the Tendermint Block
Chain. The Tendermint Block Chain is a Proof of Stake system whereby transactions
are packaged into blocks and then committed to the block chain on a consensus
basis amongst a group of validator nodes on the peer-to-peer network. Abacas is
currently working a supported blockchain called NEM to examine its suitability as a
ledger, a token generator, and book of record.
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19. Web Services
The Abacas Web Services of Abacas provide all of the data and messaging for the
system to be utilised within a Web Browser.
On each web server of the Abacas™ System, there is a pair of services that provide
streaming data such as rate feeds, positions, etc., and a set of APIs for performing
the traditional activities such as placing an order, notifying the system of incoming
assets, making an election on an asset corporate event.
The Streaming APIs of Abacus™ leverage Microsoft’s SignalR Version 2.0
technology. SignalR manages the connection between the browser and the server
and depending on the capability of the browser, it will either maintain a 2-way link
(Web Sockets), or will maintain a link using various polling techniques.
The Create/Read/Update/Delete APIs utilise Microsoft’s Web API 2. The Web API
provides security connectivity and transfer of data (data transfer) in a simplified
format known as JSON.

20. Browser Client Interface
Current Internet Browsers are a collection of technologies layered to provide
the best possible User Experience in an environment (the web) that was
meant to be connectionless, and Page based Request/Response oriented.
To overcome these limitations, various technology layers have been
employed to provide a consistent image of the web page across browsers
that support standards differently, and to provide the responsiveness of a
desktop application to user input.
The Web Technologies employed by the AbacasXchange include the
following:
 HTML5
 Cascading Style Sheets 3 (CSS3)







Javascript 6 (Typescript 2 for Angular 4)
AJAX
BootStrap 4
Angular 4
JSON2

21. Visual Studio
Technologies

Development

Tool:

Application
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22. Web Browser: Layered Technologies

23. Security Model
The Abacas Exchange Security Model is essential to maintain the integrity of a Web
Accessible Exchange. To achieve the highest standard of security, the Security
Model is layered as follows:

Web Server/Browser





Web User Authentication
Web Session Management
Web Server Security – Hardened Server
Web API Access Security – Certificate Based

Middle-Tier




Core Service Operating Accounts
Encrypted Data between Services
Service Authentication with each other

Database Server
As the above example shows, modern web based applications utilize a myriad of
scripting technologies to achieve the look and feel of a desktop application.




Encryption of Key Data in the Database
Authentication of Attached Services
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24. Future State
The AbacasXchange 2.0 strengthens our desired role and positioning as the
preferred exchange for future-oriented purveyors of digital assets, and is constructed
to operate seamlessly with permissioned ledgers, distributed blockchains and
industry-wide books of record (the future). We envision ledger specific capabilities
evolving for both information and value transfer.
Abacas™ 2.0 will combine two independently powerful architectural advantages of
the blockchain and ledger – the ability to compartmentalise and convey digital
information “assets” for the purposes of qualitative functions such as AML/KYC, credit
worthiness and proof of ownership to improve operational efficiencies with the ability
to securely convey digital “asset” value across numerous chains regardless of the
asset or jurisdiction. This is illustrated in the Abacas™ 2.0 “swarm diagram” and
represents our high level research and development objectives – improved efficiency
by extending our reach to convey information and value across and throughout the
world of ledgers. In facilitating a transaction, the AbacasXchange 2.0 will leverage
the power of interoperable ledgers to efficiently capture pertinent information from
trusted distributed blockchains that will be used to ensure the veracity of assets, to
identify and validate users, and to facilitate the rapid transfer of value.

